Hi,

I am just writing in to express my disappointment in the slowly diminishing Minimum electricity Feed in Tariff in Victoria. I find it offensive that you create titles and initiative that refer to 'incentives' and 'Energy efficient target schemes' which sounds forward thinking and promising but seems to constantly be moving backwards.

For such an advanced country we seem to be so behind on such a simple concept. I hope that the people that are fighting for the feed in tariffs and credits actually believe they are making a change in the world. I can understand that the initial 60c/kwh may not be sustainable but then takes a massive cut to 25c/kwh. Then after the next review it drops to 8c, WOAH. Then i finally hit the mid 20's and get to start building my own sustainable home and it drops to 7.5c.

After all the conversations I’ve had with the oldies in my life that don't believe climate change even exists, this happens. They don't see the point in going solar now more than ever. This new cut makes sense as there was only cents to remove. If you take any more we'll be paying to put power back into the grid. This fundamentally makes the rich richer and the poor poorer. It’s disappointing that there is an option to be self sustainable and it’s not valued and encouraged.

I'm sure at the end of the day the people who decide what’s fair, don’t see why we would be upset as its still 'something' and something is better than nothing, but I can’t help but feel the big decision makers are sorely out of touch with the people it affects the most.

I hope everyone else with an opinion makes their voice heard. Together we can make a difference.

kind regards.

Ange McLean